Fall-2015

August 26th Organizational meeting
September 2nd Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to cohomological dimension"
September 9th Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to cohomological dimension.II"
September 16th Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to cohomological dimension.III"
September 23rd Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to cohomological dimension.IV"
September 30th Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to cohomological dimension.V"
October 7th Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to cohomological dimension.VI"
October 14th Ash Amarasinghe "Introduction to cohomological dimension.VII"
October 21st Alex Wagner "Topological complexity of Spaces and maps"
October 28th Alex Wagner "Topological complexity of Spaces and maps.II"
November 4th Alex Wagner "Topological complexity of Spaces and maps.III"
November 18th Alex Wagner "Topological complexity of Spaces and maps.IV"
December 2nd Alex Wagner "Topological complexity of Spaces and maps.V"

Spring-2016

January 13th Organizational meeting
January 20th Ash Amarasinghe "Alexander Duality and Applications"
January 27th Ash Amarasinghe "Alexander Duality and Applications.II"
February 3rd Ash Amarasinghe "Alexander Duality and Applications.III"
February 10th Trevor Davila "Geometric Group Theory: Introduction"
February 17th Trevor Davila "Geometric Group Theory: Introduction.II"
February 24th Trevor Davila "Geometric Group Theory: Introduction.III"
March 9th Ash Amarasinghe "Complements in the Hilbert cube"
March 16th Alex Wagner "Introduction to homological algebra"
March 23rd Alex Wagner "Introduction to homological algebra.II"
March 30th Alex Wagner "Introduction to homological algebra.III"
April 6th Lacey Johnson "Introduction to Morse theory"
April 13th Lacey Johnson "Introduction to Morse theory.II"